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Mass loss by glaciers has been an important contributor to sea level rise in the past and
is projected to contribute a substantial fraction of total sea level rise during the 21st century. Here, we use a model of the world’s glaciers in order to quantify equilibrium sensitivities of global glacier mass to climate change, and to investigate the role of changes
in glacier hypsometry for long term mass changes. We find that 21st century glacier
mass loss to a large degree is governed by the glaciers responding to 20th century climate change. This limits the influence of 21st century climate change on glacier mass
loss, and explains why there are relatively small differences in glacier mass loss under
greatly different scenarios of climate change. Because of the geographic distribution
of glaciers, both temperature and precipitation anomalies experienced by glaciers are
vastly stronger than on global average. The projected increase in precipitation partly
compensates for the mass loss caused by warming, but this compensation is negligible at higher temperature anomalies since an increasing fraction of precipitation at
the glacier sites it liquid. Loss of low-lying glacier area, and more importantly, eventual
complete disappearance of glaciers, strongly limit the projected sea level contribution
from glaciers in coming centuries. The adjustment of glacier hypsometry to changes
in the forcing reduces the sensitivity of global glacier mass to changes in global mean
temperature by a factor of two to three. This result is a second reason for the relatively
weak dependence of glacier mass loss on future climate scenario, and helps explain
why glacier mass loss in the first half of the 20th century was of the same order of
magnitude as in the second half of the 20th century, even though the rate of warming
was considerably smaller.
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Using the term glaciers we are referring to glaciers and ice caps excluding the Antarctic
and Greenland ice sheets, but including the Antarctic and Greenland peripheral glaciers and
ice caps.
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Glaciers1 have lost a substantial fraction of their mass during the past century (Cogley,
2009; Marzeion et al., 2012), with the globally averaged mass balance turning negative
probably around 1850 (Leclercq et al., 2011). Within the 20th century, mass loss of
glaciers was likely the largest single cause of sea level rise, followed by thermal expansion of the ocean, mass loss of the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets, and changes
in terrestrial water storage (Gregory et al., 2013). Even though the rise of global mean
air temperature accelerated within the 20th century, the mass loss rate of glaciers during the second half of the 20th century was not higher than during the first half of the
century (Leclercq et al., 2011; Marzeion et al., 2012).
Mass loss from glaciers will continue to contribute to sea level rise substantially during the 21st century, even though their total sea level rise potential is limited by their
total mass, with the total ice mass in glaciers estimated as 35 ± 7 cm sea level equivalent (SLE, Grinsted, 2013), 43 ± 6 cm SLE (Huss and Farinotti, 2012), 41–52 cm SLE
(depending on the assumed fraction of ice caps, Radić et al., 2013), or 49 ± 6 cm
SLE (including the mass estimate for peripheral glaciers in Antarctica from Radić et al.
(2013), Marzeion et al., 2012). Driven by climate scenarios obtained from the Coupled
Model Intercomparison Project phase 5 (CMIP5) data base, and depending on the
emission scenario applied (see van Vuuren et al., 2011, for an overview of the different
representative concentration pathways, RCPs), the contribution of glaciers to sea level
rise during the 21st century is estimated as 16 ± 4 cm SLE (RCP4.5) to 22 ± 4 (RCP8.5)
by Radić et al. (2013), or as 15 ± 4 cm SLE (RCP2.6), 17 ± 4 cm SLE (RCP4.5), to
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Note that there are several more estimates of 21st century glacier mass loss based on
climate scenarios obtained from the CMIP3 database, which are not mentioned here because
of the limited comparability.
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22 ± 5 cm SLE (RCP8.5) by Marzeion et al. (2012)2 . Remarkably, there is considerable
overlap of the uncertainty ranges of projected mass loss from glaciers even for very
different climate scenarios, for instance, RCP2.6 and RCP8.5, which during the period
2081–2100 arrive at a global mean temperature change of 1.2 ± 0.4 K and 3.8 ± 0.8 K
respectively relative to 1986–2005. The overlap of uncertainty ranges in glacier projections for these scenarios is not caused by the uncertainties of the glacier models, but
by the spread of the ensemble of climate projections used to drive the glacier models,
which gives a spread in glacier mass loss projections that is relatively large compared
to the ensemble mean, and because the rates of mass loss projected for the different
RCP scenarios are relatively similar during the 21st century. The latter also reflects the
observation that there was no simple relation between rates of glacier mass loss and
temperature change during the 20th century.
There are a number of assessments that explain some of the mechanisms responsible for this behavior. E.g., Huss (2012) points out that in the Alps during the period 1900
to 2011, the mass balance year of 2003 had the most negative specific mass balances,
but the greatest loss of ice volume occurred in 1947, when the glacier surface area was
considerably larger. But it is not only changes in surface area that change a glacier’s
response to climate forcing over time: dynamic changes in ice thickness and terminus
elevation, reflected together in changes of the ice surface topography, feed back to the
mass balance and dampen (in case of terminus elevation) or enhance (in case of thickening/thinning) the glacier’s response to climate forcing (Huss et al., 2012). Paul (2010)
comes to the similar conclusion that without changes in glacier hypsometry, mass balances in the Alps since 1850 would have been two to three times as negative as they
have actually been observed. This issue has also been discussed in detail by Leclercq
et al. (2010) and Huss et al. (2010).
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The glacier model is based on calculating the annual specific mass balance B for each
of the world’s individual glaciers as
" 12
#

i
Xh
solid
terminus
∗
Pi
− β∗
(1)
− µ · max Ti
− Tmelt , 0
B=
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Since dynamic adjustments of a glacier’s hypsometry to changed forcing conditions
do not happen instantaneously, glaciers may be found out of balance with climate forcing long after a change in the climate forcing occurred. Jóhannesson et al. (1989) and
Oerlemans (2001) developed different frameworks that allow the estimation of the response time of a glacier’s hypsometry to changes in climate forcing.
But there are no studies that investigate how mass balances of glaciers are influenced by these mechanisms on a global scale, i.e. to what extent present and future
sea level rise from glaciers reflects past climate change, and to what extent past and
future sea level rise from glaciers is influenced by the feedback of glacier hypsometry changes on glacier mass balance. In order to illuminate these issues we use the
global glacier model of Marzeion et al. (2012) which captures most – but not all – of the
relevant mechanisms to study the glaciers’ response to a number of idealized climate
forcings. We briefly describe the glacier model in Sect. 2. We present experiments determining equilibrium sensitivities of the world’s glaciers, including a distinction of the
effects of changes in temperature and precipitation, in Sect. 3. The effect of glacier
hypsometry changes on the response of glaciers to future climate change is investigated in Sect. 4 by keeping various aspects of glacier hypsometry fixed in the model.
We discuss the results in Sect. 5 and conclude in Sect. 6.
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where τA is the area relaxation time scale, V (t + 1) is the glacier’s volume at the end
of the mass balance year, cA and γ are scaling parameters (Bahr et al., 1997; Bahr,
1997), and A(t) is the surface area of the glacier at the end of the preceding mass
balance year. Similarly, length changes dL (and terminus elevation changes associated
with them through the glacier steepness) during each mass balance year are estimated
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the glacier’s terminus and highest elevations (i.e., temperature at terminus elevation
below a certain threshold implies all precipitation is solid, temperature at the glacier’s
maximum elevation above the threshold implies all precipitation is liquid, and within that
temperature range, the precipitation fraction is interpolated linearly, see Marzeion et al.
∗
terminus
(2012) for a detailed description), µ is the glacier’s temperature sensitivity, Ti
is the monthly mean air temperature at the location and elevation of the glacier’s terminus, Tmelt is the monthly mean air temperature above which ice melt is assumed to
∗
occur, and β is a bias correction. The model does not attempt to capture the full energy balance at the ice surface, but relies on air temperature as a proxy for the energy
solid
terminus
available for melt (Ohmura, 2001; Hock, 2003; Sicart et al., 2008). Pi
and Ti
are determined based on gridded climate observations (New et al., 2002; Mitchell and
Jones, 2005), to which temperature and precipitation anomaly fields from CMIP5 models are added, depending on the experiment performed (see descriptions of experimental setup in Sects. 3 and 4). Changes affecting the glacier hypsometry (i.e. changes in
its volume, surface area, and elevation range) are reflected in the determination of
Pisolid and Titerminus , and are modeled based on B, and on linearly adjusting the glacier’s
surface area and length towards their respective values obtained from volume-area and
volume-length scaling (Bahr et al., 1997; Bahr, 1997). I.e., the surface area change dA
of a glacier during each mass balance year t is calculated as
!


V (t + 1) 1/γ
1
dA =
− A(t)
(2)
τA
cA
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based on the assumption that area changes caused by glacier width changes occur
instantaneously, while area changes caused by glacier length changes occur with the
time scale of glacier length response.
The temperature sensitivity µ∗ of a glacier is estimated by first determining a 31 yr
∗
reference period centered around the year t for each of the glaciers with available
mass balance measurements in Cogley (2009). To determine this reference period, we
first assume that the glacier in present day hypsometry is in equilibrium with a climatological forcing, i.e. that
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where Pisolid
,clim is the monthly climatological solid precipitation onto the glacier surface.
The glacier area response time scale is estimated as
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where τL is the length relaxation time scale, cL and q are scaling parameters (Bahr
et al., 1997; Bahr, 1997), and L(t) is the glacier’s length at the start of the mass balance year. The glacier length response time scale τL is estimated roughly following
Jóhannesson et al. (1989) as
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The bias correction β ∗ is determined by interpolating the minimized bias obtained dur∗
ing the determination of t from surrounding glaciers with mass balance observations.
∗
A cross validation of the determination of µ shows that the spatial interpolation of
∗
∗
t leads to substantially smaller errors than the spatial interpolation of µ (Marzeion
et al., 2012). This can be understood as an effect of neighboring glaciers experiencing a similar history of climate forcing, but having potentially very different temperature
sensitivities.
Initial values for surface area and elevation distribution of a glacier are obtained by
draping ice outlines from the Randolph Glacier Inventory (RGI, Arendt et al., 2012)
version 1 over version 2 of the ASTER global digital elevation model (GDEM), applying
a suitable watershed algorithm (Ehlschlaeger, 1989) to separate ice complexes into in2768
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Titerminus , during the 31 year period centered around the year t. We obtain a total of
109 monthly climatologies of precipitation and temperature (the data set of Mitchell
and Jones (2005) provides 109 years of monthly precipitation and temperature), and
subsequently obtain an estimate of µ from Eq. (1) for each of the 109 choices of t. We
then apply the glacier model to all glaciers for which direct mass balance observations
are available, and for all values of µ. For each of these glaciers, we identify t ∗ as that
∗
year, for which applying the corresponding temperature sensitivity, denoted by µ , in
the glacier model yields the smallest bias of modeled versus observed mass balances.
∗
This minimum bias is denoted by β .
For glaciers without observed mass balances (i.e., the vast majority of glaciers), t ∗
is interpolated from surrounding glaciers with mass balance observations, and µ∗ is
subsequently determined from applying Eq. (1) using precipitation and temperature
∗
obtained from the climatology centered around the year t , i.e.
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are the monthly climatological values of Pisolid and
where P (t)solid
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Results from 15 different CMIP5 experiments (see Table 1) were used to force the
glacier model in the equilibrium experiments. For each of the RCP8.5 experiments,
monthly anomaly fields of precipitation and near surface air temperature were determined relative to the monthly climatology of 1961 to 1990. Then, monthly climatologies
of the anomalies were determined for each overlapping 30 yr period contained in the
combined historical and RCP8.5 experiment (i.e., between 1850 or 1860 and 2100 or
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dividual glaciers, and extracting glacier elevation statistics from the GDEM. The model
accounts for the differing dates of surface area measurement in the RGI by ensuring
that the observed glacier extent is reproduced in the year of observation. The initial
volume at the start of the model run is determined from this constraint: iteratively, we
determine the ice volume (as well as surface area, length and terminus elevation, following the scaling relations mentioned above) at the start of the simulation that yields
the observed surface area in the year of observation. Unless mentioned otherwise,
all the runs of the glacier model presented here were initialized using the “historical”
experiment of the respective CMIP5 model.
A more detailed and complete description of the determination of the model’s parameters, both glacier-specific and global, and a comprehensive validation of the model
can be found in Marzeion et al. (2012). Uncertainties of the modeled results are obtained by propagating the uncertainties of the modeled specific mass balance, which
are determined independently during a leave-one-glacier-out cross validation, through
the entire model system, also taking into account uncertainties of the representation
of the dynamic glacier response to volume changes. The propagated and temporally
accumulated uncertainties themselves are also independently validated using geodetically measured volume and surface area changes (see Marzeion et al., 2012).
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2300, depending on the climate model, see Table 1). From this data set, the climatological anomaly fields of precipitation and temperature were extracted for global mean
temperature anomalies of 1 to 10 K. (The number of fields extracted from each CMIP5
experiment therefore depends on the maximum global temperature anomaly reached
over a 30 yr mean, and since the global mean temperature anomalies do not necessarily contain the required integer anomalies, we took the anomaly field with the smallest
difference in global mean temperature anomaly. This difference is smaller than 0.1 K
for all cases.) These anomaly fields were added to the observed climatological fields
of New et al. (2002) to obtain the climate forcing for the glacier model. Additionally, the
glacier model was forced by the observed climatological fields of New et al. (2002) only,
i.e. without any modeled anomalies, giving a global mean anomaly of 0 K. To obtain the
equilibrium response of the glaciers to this forcing, the same forcing was repeatedly applied for each glacier until volume changes of the glacier became negligible. This was
defined to be the case when the volume change over the last 100 modeled years was
smaller than 1 % of the glacier volume. Reaching the equilibrium took up to approximately 700 yr for some glaciers. On the global scale, ice volume changes are small
after 200 years (Fig. 1). Note that in an experimental setup like this, glaciers may reach
a true equilibrium, while the state of the climate system that was used to drive the
glaciers into equilibrium is not itself an equilibrium.
Since both temperature and precipitation anomalies affect the mass balance of
glaciers, in order to isolate the effects of both, the experiment was repeated once applying only the temperature anomaly fields, i.e. ignoring any precipitation anomalies
resulting from future climate change, and once applying only the precipitation anomaly
fields, i.e. ignoring the temperature anomalies.
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Figure 2 shows the resulting equilibrium volume changes of the worlds glaciers as
a function of global mean temperature anomaly3 . When forced with the observed climatology of 1961 to 1990, glaciers would lose mass corresponding to 8.1 ± 0.3 cm sea
level rise relative to the same time period, before reaching a new equilibrium (note
that the uncertainty range given – one standard error – to a large degree depends on
the time scale of glacier adjustment in this experimental setup, since errors are accumulated over time). The equilibrium sensitivity to small temperature and associated
−1
precipitation changes with respect to the climatology is of the order of 130 mm SLE K
(see Table 2) with considerable differences between different climate models. The sensitivity decreases to zero for progressively larger temperature changes, because of the
reduction in the ice mass that remains to be removed.
Generally speaking, global mean precipitation increases with increasing global mean
temperatures (e.g., Andrews et al., 2010). It can therefore be expected that the precipitation anomalies associated with the warming dampen the glacier equilibrium response to the warming. This is confirmed in Fig. 3, showing the additional equilibrium
mass loss when precipitation anomalies from the climate model are not applied to the
glacier model. Increasing precipitation decreases the glacier mass loss by the order
−1
of 15 mm SLE K (see Table 2), again with considerable differences between the climate models. But for warming greater than 1 K this dampening effect of precipitation
vanishes, even though precipitation can be expected to increase further. The reason is

Discussion Paper

3.2 Results

|
Peripheral glaciers in Antarctica cannot be modeled directly by our model because the
climate data sets of New et al. (2002) and Mitchell and Jones (2005) do not cover Antarctica.
Estimates for volume change of peripheral glaciers of Antarctica are therefore obtained by
upscaling (which may be problematic since snow fall increase may dominate increased melt
see, Barrand et al., 2013), and no estimate of the volume of Antarctic peripheral glaciers is
obtained from the model. Therefore, the right axis of Fig. 2 (% volume loss) may exceed 100 %.
See Marzeion et al. (2012) for a discussion of the implications of this approach to obtain results
for peripheral Antarctic glaciers.
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that with higher temperatures an increasing fraction of precipitation is liquid and does
not contribute to glacier mass gain. At very high temperature anomalies, essentially all
precipitation falling at the glaciers becomes liquid, such that changes in the amount of
precipitation do not effect glacier mass balance in our model.
It would therefore be wrong to assume that precipitation anomalies at the glacier sites
are small – it is just that much of the increasing precipitation is liquid because of the
increased temperatures: Fig. 4 shows the additional equilibrium mass loss of glaciers
when temperature anomalies are ignored (i.e., negative values imply glacier mass gain
relative to Fig. 2). If the warming is ignored, precipitation changes associated with
4 K global mean temperature change would roughly cancel the mass loss associated
with the combined temperature and precipitation anomalies at the same global mean
temperature change (∼400 mm SLE). At lower global mean temperature anomalies,
the combined temperature and precipitation signal is stronger, at higher global mean
temperature anomalies, the signal of precipitation alone is stronger.
To understand this rather strong effect of precipitation changes, it is helpful to set the
global mean changes of temperature and precipitation into relation with the changes
experienced by glaciers. Figure 5a shows the glacier surface area weighted mean
temperature change for each climate model as a function of global mean temperature change. While there are strong differences between climate models, all of them
project greater than average warming at the glacier sites, particularly at low temperature changes. The mean amplification factor at small temperature changes is 1.8 (i.e.
at a global mean temperature change of 2 K, glaciers experience a mean temperature
change of 3.6 K). This temperature amplification is easily explained by the geographical
distribution of glaciers, which all are situated on land, which on average experiences
a greater warming than the global mean (e.g., Sutton et al., 2007), and a large fraction
of glaciers is located at high northern latitudes, where warming is also greater than
at lower latitudes (e.g., Manabe et al., 1991). Since this Arctic temperature amplification to a large degree is caused by sea ice-related albedo reduction (Screen and
Simmonds, 2010), it is consistent that the amplification factor experienced by glaciers
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All the projections of global glacier mass change during the 21st to 23rd centuries
presented in (Marzeion et al., 2012) were repeated,
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4 Feedbacks of glacier hypsometry and mass balance
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decreases for high global mean temperature changes, since sea ice cover lost at lower
temperatures may no longer influence the local albedo.
Glaciers are projected to experience an even stronger amplification of precipitation
(Fig. 5b). The spread between the different climate models is even larger than for temperature, and the amplification is nearly independent of temperature. The positive correlation between temperature and precipitation anomalies is determined by the energy
balance of the troposphere (Andrews et al., 2010).
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– once including all the effects of glacier mass loss or gain on glacier hypsometry
except for the terminus elevation, which was held constant in time, as obtained
from the RGI and GDEM (i.e., surface area and volume evolving with time).
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– once ignoring all the effects of glacier mass loss or gain on glacier hypsometry,
i.e. glacier surface area and elevation distribution were held constant in time, as
obtained from the RGI and GDEM, and glacier volume was treated as infinite,
allowing the glacier to respond to changed climate forcing independent of the
history of climate forcing.
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The results of these experiments were then compared to the results of Marzeion et al.
(2012) in order to isolate and quantify the feedbacks of different aspects of glacier
hypsometry change with mass balance.
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– once only including only the effect of mass loss on glacier volume, keeping surface
area and elevation distribution constant in time, as obtained from the RGI and
GDEM (i.e., only volume evolving with time).
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If all aspects of a glacier’s hypsometry are held constant in time, and ice volume is
treated as infinite, the glacier is prevented from approaching an equilibrium with climate
forcing, and subjecting the glacier to climate change essentially becomes equivalent to
transplanting a glacier into a future climate, without taking into account the temporal
evolution of climate and glacier change that lead there. In this scenario, rates of glacier
mass loss are easier to understand than accumulated mass loss, and shown in Fig. 6
as a function of global mean temperature, and as a function of glacier surface area
weighted mean temperature. Independent of the applied scenario and climate model,
rates of mass loss increase (for positive temperature anomalies) or decrease (for negative temperature anomalies) roughly quadratical with temperature. A quadratic relation
can be expected from Eq. (1), where both solid fraction of precipitation and monthly ablation, and length of the seasons are related almost linearly to temperature (for length
of seasons and solid fraction of precipitation this is only true within certain bounds).
We therefore fitted a quadratic function for all scenarios and all models, once using the
global mean, and once using glacier surface area weighted temperature anomaly.
Table 3 summarizes the parameters of the function, and the mean goodness-of-fit
(measured by the root mean square error, RMSE, of the fitted curve). We find a contribution of roughly 1 mm SLE yr−1 mass loss that corresponds to the adjustment of
glaciers to past climate change, discussed Sect. 3, and is therefore independent of
2774
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temperature anomalies. This contribution implies substantial future glacier mass loss
even without further warming. The magnitude here however is substantially higher than
the magnitude of the mass loss rates found in the equilibrium experiments (the line
−1
corresponding to “CRU” in Fig. 1, of the order of 0.5 mm SLE yr at the start of the experiment), indicating that glacier hypsometry changes dampen the glaciers response
to climate change.
A further contribution is linearly related to temperature anomalies, and of the or−1 −1
der of 0.75 mm SLE yr K if glacier surface area weighted temperature anomaly is
−1 −1
used, and of the order of 1.5 mm SLE yr K if global mean temperature anomaly is
used. This contribution corresponds to the changes in solid precipitation and ablation,
and the decreased sensitivity of glacier surface area weighted temperature anomaly
is consistent with the temperature amplification experienced by the glaciers (Fig. 5).
−1 −2
Finally, a quadratic contribution of roughly 0.22 mm SLE yr K (glacier surface area
−1 −2
weighted temperature) or 0.73 mm SLE yr K (global mean temperature) is related
to the interaction of changes in the length of seasons and changed temperature and
solid precipitation.
Based on a linear approximation (i.e., ignoring the quadratic contribution), Gregory
−1 −1
and Oerlemans (1998) estimate the linear sensitivity to 0.30 ± 0.15 mm SLE yr K ,
−1 −1
and Meehl et al. (2007) estimate it to 0.80 ± 0.33 mm SLE yr K based on obser−1 −1
vations, and to 0.61 ± 0.12 or 0.49 ± 0.13 mm SLE yr K based on different models (all using global mean temperature). To better understand our strongly enhanced
sensitivity, we estimated a linear sensitivity for the case of fixed glacier hypsometry as before, but this time driving the glacier model with past, observed climate
variability (Mitchell and Jones, 2005), essentially reproducing the method applied by
Meehl et al. (2007) in our model. This experiment results in a linear sensitivity of
0.50 ± 0.59 mm SLE yr−1 K−1 , consistent with all the previous results (the error range
given is the 95 % confidence interval, and is large because of a relatively weak correlation of mass loss rates with global mean temperature anomalies). This indicates
that the reason for the substantially different sensitivities when determined based on
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either future or past climate change is that the present glacier hypsometries have already responded to past climate change. I.e., the actual sensitivity for a fixed reference
hypsometry is high, but the sensitivity is strongly dampened by the glaciers’ hypsometry response. This response has already had a considerable influence on past glacier
mass change.
If the mean of the parameters across the different climate models is applied, the fit of
the curve based on the glacier surface area weighted temperature anomaly is substantially better than the fit based on the global mean temperature anomaly (RMSE about
half as big, Table 3). This indicates that differences in the spatial patterns of the temperature anomaly are responsible for a considerable fraction of the different responses
of global glacier mass to climate change. Differences in precipitation anomaly patterns,
and history of the climate forcing, must be responsible for the rest.
The temporally accumulated mass loss from the experiment with constant hypsometry and infinite volume is shown in Fig. 7. From this too it is apparent that changes in
glacier hypsometry and volume must impose strong limits on glacier mass loss in reality, since the projected sea level rise far exceeds the (fixed) initial ice volume. Given the
excessive projected mass loss of this experiment, it is clear that the ice mass must be
the dominant limiting factor of future mass loss in all the scenarios, and for all climate
models.
Plotting the temporally integrated glacier mass loss of this experiment as a function of the temporally integrated mass loss of Marzeion et al. (2012, see Fig. 8), it
becomes apparent that glacier hypsometry and volume changes dampen the mass
loss response of glaciers to climate change even for fairly small mass losses of less
than 10 mm SLE, supporting the conclusion that the feedbacks considered here have
already played a role in shaping the 20th century mass response of glaciers to climate
change.
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Changes in glacier terminus elevation can be expected to provide a negative feedback
to the glacier mass balance, since a glacier losing mass eventually retreats to higher
elevation, where colder temperatures prevail. Without the possibility of a response of
the glacier terminus to mass balance anomalies, glaciers cannot reach an equilibrium
with a changed climate, as in the approach taken e.g. by van de Wal and Wild (2001)
and Slangen and van de Wal (2011). Figure 9 shows that if this feedback is ignored,
glaciers would lose substantially more mass under global warming. Figure 10 shows
that the mass loss is not only greater under all scenarios, but also at all times the rates
of mass loss are higher. The feedback is strongest in the RCP2.6 scenario, and weakest in the RCP8.5 scenario. The reason for this difference is the availability of glaciers
that may be affected: in the RCP2.6 scenario, mass loss is relatively small and relatively few glaciers disappear completely, implying that many glaciers are affected by the
feedback. But under a scenario of greater warming, many glaciers lose all their mass,
implying that terminus elevation does not matter any longer for their mass balance.
Figure 11, showing the difference in mass loss in 2300, i.e. at a time when the fully responsive model is close to equilibrium, confirms that the effect of changing terminus elevations is largely a function of past mass loss, independent of climate model and RCP
scenario. During the transient period, the relation between mass past mass loss and
the terminus elevation feedback is more complex, since terminus elevation changes
lag behind glacier mass changes, with lag times being different for each glacier due to
the different response time scales.
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shows that this is the case only for a short period of a few decades, and only to a very
small extent.
Generally speaking, keeping surface area constant leads to weaker glacier mass
loss, with stronger weakening for warmer scenarios. The mechanism explaining this
behavior is based on an asymmetric effect of climate variability on mass balances:
if a glacier loses all its mass but the surface area is held constant, a negative mass
balance will not produce any mass loss. But a positive mass balance, that may and will
occur because of climate variability, will lead to (at least temporary) storage of mass
in the glacier – until it is lost again during the following year(s). The more glaciers
have lost all mass, the more glaciers will be influenced by this asymmetry, explaining
why this effect gets stronger with increasing global mass loss (confirmed in Fig. 11).
In the case considered here, where surface area is held constant, but the terminus is
allowed to retreat to higher elevations, this effect is particularly pronounced, since it
leads to increasing accumulation areas of the glaciers. Thus, the apparently reduced
glacier mass loss assuming constant area arises because snow occasionally survives
the summer within the assumed area, and is counted as part of the glacier mass,
even though the glacier has contracted. By contrast, in the reference experiment with
evolving hypsometry, the area under consideration contracts with th e glacier, and these
temporary snowfields are not counted.
This way of counting sporadic snow as glacier ice should therefore not lead to the
conclusion that surface area change provides a positive feedback to the mass balance
– but it raises the question of how long a snow field has to exist before it will be counted
as a glacier. Concerning the climate of the next few centuries this problem is probably
not relevant, since it is hard to imagine a situation in which glaciers would start to grow,
or new glaciers would come into existence. But it illustrates the conceptual problem of
applying a glacier model of this type – i.e. relying on pre-defined glacier entities – in
a climate susceptible to glacier growth.
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In the global view, glaciers are considerably out of balance with the climate of the recent
past, and glacier mass loss would continue even if climate would no longer change.
Using observed accumulation-area ratios, Mernild et al. (2013) come to the conclusion that glaciers are already committed to a mass loss of 163 ± 73 mm SLE. While
this estimate is higher than ours, a direct comparison with our results is not possible
because of different reference times. But considering that they included observations
up to 2010, whereas our reference period is 1961–1990, our estimate is probably consistent with theirs. Glacier mass loss during the next decades is therefore to a large
extent predetermined from the past. This helps explain why there is great similarity in
glaciers response to widely differing climate scenarios (Marzeion et al., 2012; Radić
et al., 2013). Our result that the wide ensemble spread within each RCP scenario to
a large extent is attributable to differences in temperature anomaly patterns is in line
with the results of Giesen and Oerlemans (2013), even though not directly comparable
since their model involves – apart from precipitation – atmospheric transmissivity as
a forcing parameter. Giesen and Oerlemans (2013) also report that applying changes
in temperature only increased the glaciers response to future warming significantly, but
the compensation by increasing precipitation in our case is not as strong as in theirs.
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5 Discussion

|

The scenario of constant area is not particularly relevant for understanding how glaciers
behave, but it helps us to understand the combined effect of keeping both surface area
and terminus elevation constant. This turns out to be very close to a simple linear
superposition of keeping either terminus position or surface area separately constant.
For small mass losses, the terminus elevation feedback prevails, and mass loss is
accelerated, while for great mass losses, the surface area effect prevails, and mass
loss is decelerated (Figs. 9, 10 and 11).
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Observed sea level rise during the 20th century can only be explained if the glaciers’
contribution did not develop in parallel to global mean temperature, but was high already in the first half of the 20th century (Gregory et al., 2013). Our result that changes
in glacier hypsometry play a significant role in shaping the glaciers’ response to climate
change, in particular that loss of low-lying surface area (i.e., terminus retreat to higher
elevations) decreases the sensitivity is critical for explaining the strong glacier mass
losses during the first half of the 20th century. Being able to explain, and account for
this mechanism is also important for the ability of process based projections of sea
level rise (Church et al., 2013). Knowledge of the equilibrium response of glaciers to
climate change is furthermore necessary in order to develop scenarios of long-term
sea level rise (Levermann et al., 2013).
By providing a positive feedback on the mass balance, ice thickness changes may
be more important than terminus retreat in determining the mass balance response to
climate change for some glaciers (Raymond et al., 2005). Particularly if the response
of the glaciers is not dynamic, i.e. ice is melting over a large fraction, or all of the surface, ice thickness change may become important (Paul and Haeberli, 2008). Similarly,
for glaciers with long, flat tongues, even a dynamic response to volume change may
not necessarily lead to strong changes in terminus elevation, but the surface topography may still change considerably (Larsen et al., 2007; Bolch et al., 2008). The glacier
model does not explicitly account for ice thickness change and associated changes in
the surface topography that are unrelated to surface area change and terminus elevation. It is therefore not possible to isolate this effect here. However, we argue that while
ice thickness change is not considered explicitly, it is contained in the model implicitly
∗
– more specifically, in the glaciers’ temperature sensitivity µ : the ice thickness-mass
balance feedback increases a glacier’s sensitivity to temperature change, by amplifying
the temperature anomalies at the ice surface. Since µ∗ is essentially calibrated by determining a value that results in the best fit to observations (which of course include the
feedback), and since the cross validation of the model in Marzeion et al. (2012) does
not indicate a significant bias of modeled mass balances, independent of the length of
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We have used a model of glacier response to climate change to quantify the equilibrium
sensitivity of the global ice mass in glaciers, and to distinguish the respective contributions of temperature and precipitation anomalies. Because of the geographic distribution of glaciers, the temperature and precipitation change experienced by glaciers
is far greater than the global mean. Precipitation anomalies projected for the future
dampen the mass loss of glaciers, but their effect is strongly limited by the increasing
temperatures, which increases the liquid fraction of precipitation on the glaciers.
We find that glacier mass loss during the 21st century is to a significant degree
a response to 20th century climate change. This partly explains the relatively weak
dependence of 21st century mass loss on future greenhouse gas emissions. A second
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the observation time series, we can conclude that the omission of explicitly including
ice thickness changes in the model does not affect the reliability of the model’s results.
It would be feasible to explicitly include this mechanism, and it seems desirable to do
so in order to be able to quantify it globally. We deliberately chose not to do this here,
since it would require a complete recalibration of the model, which would inhibit the
direct comparison with the results of (Marzeion et al., 2012). Moreover, the results of
Paul (2010) and Huss et al. (2012) indicate that the combined effect of glacier surface
topography changes is dampening the glaciers’ response to climate forcing over long
timescales, even though this may be arguably different for individual glaciers (Harrison
et al., 2009). The increase of the sensitivity by a factor of two to three if glacier hypsometry is held constant reported by Paul (2010) for the European Alps is consistent
with our results for the global scale.
Other potentially important feedbacks not included in the model but meriting thorough evaluation include e.g. changes of ice albedo due to accumulation of dust on
melting glaciers (Oerlemans et al., 2009), and changes to the longwave radiation energy budget from newly exposed rock faces surrounding the glacier.
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reason is that the loss of glacier mass imposes a strong restriction to the rate of loss
for a given climate. Results from methods not accounting for finiteness of ice mass
available for melting, e.g. by extrapolating current rates of mass loss, or even increases
of rates of mass loss (Meier et al., 2007), will therefore yield substantial overestimates.
Thirdly, changes of glacier hypsometry reduce the response of glaciers to warming,
and need to be considered in explaining the observed rates of mass loss during the
20th century and the projected rates for the 21st century. Figure 9 summarizes our
quantification of these effects, showing the dependence of the projected mass loss
of glaciers during the next three centuries on how glacier hypsometry changes are
represented in the model. The apparent positive feedback of shrinking glacier surface
area on the glacier mass loss results from including sporadic snow in the glacier ice
mass. The retreat of glacier termini to higher altitude also gives an important negative
feedback.
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mean temperature anomaly applied.
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Fig. 2.
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Fig. 7. Global glacier mass loss when glacier hypsometry is held constant, and ice volume
treated as infinite. Solid line is ensemble mean, shading indicates ensemble spread (one standard deviation).
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Fig. 10. Effects of different aspects of glacier hypsometry change on glacier mass change rates;
“full” refers to the results of Marzeion et al. (2012) with fully responsive glacier hypsometry. Solid
line is ensemble mean, shading indicates ensemble spread (one standard deviation).
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Fig. 11. Summary of the effects of different aspects of glacier hypsometry change on mass
loss. Squares: constant terminus elevation, circles: constant surface area, diamonds: constant
terminus elevation and surface area. Plotted are the anomalies in the year 2300 as a function of
respective mass loss projected in Marzeion et al. (2012) at the same time. Colors as in Fig. 2.
No distinction is made between different RCP scenarios.
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